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Red River awards mining contract for Far West mine
Highlights:
•

PYBAR Mining Services to develop and operate Red River’s second mine (Far West) for an initial
term of seven years

•

Development activities have commenced – the first Far West decline cut has been completed

•

First ore from Far West expected in early 2019, adding production to the Thalanga Operation

Red River Resources Limited (ASX: RVR) (“Red River” or the “Company”) is pleased to announce it has awarded a
contract for underground mining at its Far West mine to PYBAR Mining Services. Far West is the second deposit to
be mined as part of Red River’s Thalanga Operation in Northern Queensland.
The initial length of the Far West underground mining contract is seven years.
PYBAR Mining Services (PYBAR) is an Australian-based and owned underground mining contractor with a long track
record in metalliferous underground mining in Australia, and has an outstanding reputation with respect to safety,
execution and quality.
Figure 1 Far West – First Decline Cut
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Figure 2 Far West Portal

Figure 3 Far West Portal
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About PYBAR Mining Services
PYBAR is a nationwide provider of mining services with core competencies in metalliferous underground hard rock
mining. Founded in 1993, PYBAR’s success to date is based on safe, rapid underground infrastructure development
and consistent reliable production, delivering on projects from large established mining operations to greenfield
developments. Headquartered in Orange, Central NSW, and privately owned, the PYBAR Group has assisted in the
establishment of infrastructure and operations across Australia.
The PYBAR Group provides a comprehensive service to the mining industry through a number of businesses
including PYBAR Mining Services as underground contractors, HMR Drilling Services (exploration drilling) and JTMEC
(mining electrical). PYBAR has achieved a position of the third largest underground hard rock mining contractor in
Australia by focussing on productivity and the needs of their clients.
For further information please refer to http://www.pybar.com.au or e-mail pybar@pybar.com.au

About Red River Resources (ASX: RVR)
RVR is a leading ASX base metal producer, with its key asset being the Thalanga Operation in Northern Queensland.
RVR commenced copper, lead and zinc concentrate production at the Thalanga Operation in September 2017 and
RVR is focused on maximising returns from the Operation by increasing plant throughput and extending mine life
through increasing Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves at deposits currently in the mine plan (West 45, Far West
and Waterloo), by potentially converting Mineral Resources into Ore Reserves at Liontown and Orient and by
continuing to aggressively explore our growing pipeline of high quality targets within the surrounding area.
On behalf of the Board,
Mel Palancian
Managing Director
Red River Resources Limited
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